


Congratulations
Nominated for the British Independent Film Awards 2006

supported through the National Lottery

Red Road
Director: Andrea Arnold

Producer: Carrie Comerford

Best British Independent Film
Best Debut Director

Best Actor
Best Actress

Best Supporting Actor/Actress

This is England
Director: Shane Meadows
Producer: Mark Herbert

Best British Independent Film
Best Director
Best Supporting Actor/Actress
Most Promising Newcomer (on Screen)
Best Screenplay
Best Technical Achievement 

The Wind That 
Shakes the Barley
Director: Ken Loach
Producer: Rebecca O’Brien

Best British Independent Film
Best Director
Best Actor
Best Technical Achievement

London to Brighton 
Director: Paul Andrew Williams

Producers: Al Clark, 
Ken Marshall, Rachel Robey

Best Debut Director
Best Achievement in Production

The Raindance Award 

Shooting Dogs
Director: Michael Caton Jones

Producers: David Belton, 
Pippa Cross, Jens Meurer

Best Director
Best Achievement in Production

Severance
Director: Christopher Smith
Producer: Jason Newmark

Best Achievement in Production

Venus
Director: Roger Michell
Producer: Kevin Loader

Best Actor
Best Supporting Actor/Actress
Most Promising Newcomer 
(on Screen)
Best Screenplay

Volver

Director:
Pedro Almodóvar 
Producer: Esther García

Best Foreign 
Independent Film

Hidden (Caché)

Director:
Michael Haneke
Producer:
Veit Heiduschka

Best Foreign
Independent Film

The Pervert’s Guide
to Cinema 

Director:
Sophie Fiennes
Producers:
Sophie Fiennes, 
Georg Misch, 
Martin Rosenbaum,
Ralph Wieser

Best British
Documentary

Unknown
White Male

Director:
Rupert Murray
Producer: Beadie Finzi

Best British
Documentary

Kidulthood

Director: Menhaj Huda
Producers:
Menhaj Huda, 
George Isaac, 
Damian Jones

Best Debut Director
Best Achievement 
in Production 

Scenes of a 
Sexual Nature 

Director: Ed Blum
Producer: Ed Blum

The Raindance Award 

Road to
Guantanamo

Directors:
Michael Winterbottom, 
Mat Whitecross
Producers:
Andrew Eaton, 
Melissa Parmenter,
Michael Winterbottom

Best British
Documentary
Best Achievement 
in Production

www.ukfilmcouncil.org.uk

We also congratulate the following films supported
through the UK Film Council's P&A Fund 
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Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this 
publication are the sole province 
of the writer concerned and 
therefore do not necessarily 
reflect those of the British
Independent Film Awards

Welcome to the British Independent Film
Awards. As our nominations show, it’s
been an amazing year for independent
films from this country. Once again,
those voices of doom from a few years
ago predicting the death of British 
independent cinema have been proved
decisively wrong.

So here we are – it’s 2006 and we 
couldn’t ask for a stronger, wider 
representation of the best that British
film talent has to offer.

And talking of talent, the newcomers
this year – both on and off the screen –
have been so impressive that it’s been
the hardest year ever in terms of 
whittling down the number of nominees.

Whether new or established, we salute
everyone who has been nominated.
Thank you for making our job of putting
this challenging and sometimes 
controversial show on the road so much
fun. Whether you’re here as sponsor, 
supporter, nominee or friend, you helped
make tonight happen. So please sit back,
relax, and enjoy. This is your night, this
is your celebration.

Johanna von Fischer & Tessa Collinson 
The British Independent Film Awards / Londres / 29 November 2006
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The Advisory Committee
Philip Alberstat, Luke Alkin, Chris Auty, Suzanne Ballantyne, 
Leo Barraclough, Andre Burgess, Tessa Collinson, Sally Caplan,
Mark Cranwell, Pippa Cross, Johanna von Fischer, Elliot Grove,
Norma Heyman, Emma Hickox, Robert Jones, Steve Kenis, 
Ollie Madden, Hamish McAlpine, Neil McCartney, Saul Metzstein,
Martin Myers, Nic Ost, Sarah Radclyffe, Tracey Scoffield, 
Mark Shivas, Peter Watson, Jim Wilson, Michiyo Yoshizaki

Additional Pre-selection
Jack Arbuthnott, Chris Barwick, Mia Bays, Lee Brazier, 
Susan Cameron, Kerri Davenport-Burton, Sam Dunn, 
Beck Farhall, Jamie Greco, Toby Garfath, Eve Gutierrez, 
Oli Harbottle, Nik Huggins, Jodie Jackman, Mandy Kean, 
Deena Manley, Laura Macdonald, Mark McBride, Jo McClellan,
Nadine Mellor, Kate Pritchard, Mona Qureshi, Ed Rubin, 
Dominic Thackray, Archie Thomas, Rhodri Thomas, 
Ronni Raygun Thomas, Yumiko Tahata, Anna Webster

Special Thanks
Damian, Jared & Jamie Harris / The Hickox Family / Mandy
Kean & Jenny Evans at Soho House / Michelle Thomas, Sarah
Fforde, Mark McBride, Christiane Terrone & Louise Anscomb at
The Creative Partnership / Clea Tammes, Ivana Zecevic and
Pippa Beng at Premier / Matt Talbot & all at the Hammersmith
Palais / Ben Turner / Andrew Curley / Christian Hodell / Abi
Harris / Catherine Ashmore / Rex Features / Beverly Holloway
at Audi / Deena Manley / Sue Latimer, Sam Meredith & Claire
McIlroy at ARG / James Dickinson at PMK/HBH / Ciara Parkes,
Clair Dobbs, Rupert Fowler & Kash Javaid at Public Eye / Zara
Ballantyne-Grove / Alis Cox / Oli Harbottle / Oscar Sharp /
Jeremy Broomhead at Vantis / Taj Uddin at Barclays / Miles
Kettley, Guy Sheppard, Suzanne Bristow & Matt Jenkin at Wiggin
/ Sandy Campbell / Greg Millard / Jan Leeper / Sarah Palser /
Phil Symes / Sarah Cooke / Stuart Williams / Liz Pascoe at Avid
/ Nick Wilkins at Red / Emma Greenwood / All those at
Raindance: Damjan Bogdanovic, Jamie Greco, Jesse Vile, Chris
Thomas, Will Pearce, James Merchant and all the wonderful
interns who’ve passed through to help over the year / Massive
thanks go to Joe Pearshouse, Jodie Jackman, Shannon
McCullough, Dominic Thackray, Naomi Sadka, Colin Vaines and
everyone else who we’ve unforgivably forgotten

Clips & Screenings
Kate Lambert at Pathé / Julia Short at Verve / Sam Moore at
Vertigo Films / Emma Pycroft & Sophie Grumbar at Optimum /
Zak Brilliant at Icon / Charlotte Tudor & Amanda Telfer at BVI /
Virginia Todd & Luke Windsor at Tartan / Deborah Sheppard at
UIP / Kate Gardiner at Fox / Laura Haynes & Amanda Moore at
Lionsgate / Christelle Randall at Metrodome / Jess Search at
Shooting People / Gemma Spector at Revolver / Amy Jackson &
Eva Yates at Revolution / Martin Rosenbaum / Laurence Boyce
at Leeds Film Festival / Agnes Orosz at Artificial Eye

Patrons
Mike Figgis, Tom Hollander, Adrian Lester, Ken Loach, 
Ewan McGregor, Samantha Morton, Bill Nighy, Trudie Styler, 
Tilda Swinton, Meera Syal, Ray Winstone, Michael Winterbottom

Benefactors
Ascent Media, Crucible Media, Film Finders, FilmFlex, 
Getty Images, Granada, ICM, Pathé, Scion Films, 3 Mills Studios,
Tiscali, Wiggin, WIlliam Morris Agency

Cars supplied by Audi

Make-up supplied by M.A.C

Champagne supplied by GH Mumm

Every effort has been made to contact the copyright holders 
of all images reproduced in this programme

81 Berwick Street
London W1F 8TW

020 7287 3833

info@bifa.org.uk
www.bifa.org.uk
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ELCOME TO THE ninth British Independent
Film Awards. In a way there is no such thing as
an independent filmmaker since we are all
dependent in one way or another, be it on a
screenwriter, an actor, a financier, a production
designer, a director, an editor and so on.

Way back nine and a half years ago when Raindance started the British
Independent Film Awards, we thought of a name that spelled out what we
believed we could do. We hustled some bucks in true indie style and orga-
nized a party. Keith Allen was the amazing MC, Nik Powell’s table drank 18
bottles of wine, Peter Mullen started a fight with a young filmmaker who
booed Ken Loach, and well, the rest is history.

As the British Independent Film Awards head towards their 10th anniver-
sary they too must rely on a new source of dependence. The changes at
Raindance and the BIFAs over the last year illustrate an example of
dependence on higher corporate structures that one must sometimes bear
to champion the independent spirit.

Raindance has and will continue to foster, nurture and come up with
new ideas, as it did in creating the British Independent Film Awards. 

I am proud to be the founder of the British Independent Film Awards. I
am proud of the British independent filmmakers who have worked outside
of the moneyed power brokers to make films to tell their stories. I am
proud and thankful for the staff, interns, volunteers and my family who
have stood by me for fifteen years at Raindance and the last nine years of
the British Independent Film Awards.

Cast your eyes down the list of nominees this year, and you will see a
group of nominated films and filmmakers that are the toast and envy of
every nation in the world.

Now we want you to kick back and enjoy this evening’s ceremony,
proudly created by Raindance.

Elliot Grove

FOUNDER’S ADDRESS

W

Top Past and present BIFA programme covers 
Above Past and present Raindance Film Festival catalogue covers



Training
The future of the British film industry depends on new 
talent. Raindance trains emerging writers, directors and
producers, the lifeblood of the film industry

Support
The industry can seem like a closed shop. Raindance
bridges the gap between independent filmmakers and 
the establishment with our training and resources

Exhibition
Independent filmmakers deserve exposure. Raindance
Film Festival provides a public platform for filmmakers
from around the world to screen their work

Access
Audiences want new, challenging cinema. The Raindance
Film Festival ensures some of the best independent film 
is screened in the UK and is accessible to audiences 

Promotion
To flourish, independent cinema needs formal recognition
and promotion. The British Independent Film Awards
champion excellence in British independent filmmaking

1
2
3
4
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Raindance exists to discover, foster and
champion new talent and audiences

Since 1992 Raindance has ignited and overseen major
shifts in the world of British independent film. Combining
innovative film training, a film development and production
company, a major film festival and the British Independent
Film Awards, Raindance seeks to play a vital role in all
aspects of independent filmmaking in the UK

Raindance is diverse and inclusive. Our production wing
develops scripts and produces quality commercially-viable
independent features financed from private and industry
sources. Raindance.tv is a pioneering initiative enabling
global audiences to view quality independent films and 
for filmmakers to benefit from a new distribution window.
Our website has more than 1600 pages of information and
we broadcast a weekly newsletter to over 18000 people.
Our vibrant community of writers, directors, producers, 
and new filmmakers is constantly expanding

Raindance presents and promotes all aspects of 
independent cinema in the UK, from guerrilla-style low
budget shorts to international indie blockbusters

And we’re growing

If you would like to find out more about how to get
involved with Raindance please call Elliot Grove on 
020 7287 3833 or email info@raindance.co.uk

Above Jonathan Caouette and Sean Lennon, Raindance 2006
Below Closing night screening of Scenes of a Sexual Nature,
Raindance 2006. Photographs © Jean-Paul Berthoin









HERE’S A TOUCH of the masochist about James (better known as Jimmy)
Nesbitt. Despite his serious nerves when hosting the British Independent
Film Awards last year, he burst onto the stage singing and dancing. He then
proceeded to emcee the ceremony with a stream of seemingly effortless
jokes and banter. When asked why he would put himself through all that
again, he quips ‘It makes me feel like I’m still involved in the film business.’

At first glance, Jimmy’s most famous roles seem to have been on television, where audiences
first warmed to his ‘cheeky chappy’ romantic lead in Cold Feet. However, his ability to leap
between the small and big screen has proven very successful. He has taken on roles as diverse
as civil rights leader Ivan Cooper in Paul Greengrass’ Bloody Sunday (for which he picked up
Best Actor at the BIFAs), to a pig farmer in Kirk Jones’ Waking Ned and a news cameraman in
Michael Winterbottom’s Welcome to Sarajevo 

‘In terms of work, real collaborative work is so much more interesting nowadays in film and
television. When I think of directors like Danny Boyle, Winterbottom and Greengrass, they’re not
interested in their own egos or any sort of hidden agendas. The work they do is collaborative
and that extends to the film community as a whole.’

He is also full of admiration for young directors – he names Brian Kirk and Colin McCarthy as
ones to watch – predicting bright futures for today’s up and coming filmmakers. ‘They’re so well
trained now and so hungry. There’s intense competition between the young ones because
there’s a true diversity of people who have the technique nowadays. I love their hunger.’

His clear passion for seeking out new talent and involving himself with meaningful projects is
reflected in his support of the BIFAs, which make a point of highlighting emerging British talent.
As a past winner and nominee, he says from experience that, ‘whether you’ve won, lost or not
even been nominated, I think you leave the BIFAs thinking “I do quite like this industry, I do want
to be involved in this business, yes I do quite desperately actually.”’

Jimmy’s next feature, The Lighthouse Keeper, is set for a Christmas release and was shot in
the idyllic Isle of Skye. He’s avoiding any hype. ‘We don’t want to say too much. It’s a beautiful
script and hopefully, it’ll be a beautiful film.’ Soon audiences are to be drawn into a modern adap-
tation of Jekyll and Hyde (titled Jekyll), where Jimmy will delve into his dark side as the lead. He
describes the project as ‘very funny as well as remarkably dangerous and quite shocking.’ He’s
currently in the middle of filming but is committed to taking time out to host the BIFAs.

‘I think they’re the best industry awards because there doesn’t seem to be the feeling of bit-
ter competitiveness that there are at other events. Any other world of awards can be
intimidating, as people can be quite standoffish and are protected by their entourage. The
BIFAs are the reverse of that. It’s like going to a party where you don’t know anyone at the
beginning of the night, but you know most of them by the end.’

When reflecting on that party side of the industry, he reveals that ‘producers much prefer
actors to behave themselves nowadays, so some of the romance and mystique has been taken
away since the days of the hellraisers. I certainly had a go at trying to replicate them, but I’m too
old for that now. But I do love the mad socialising whirlwind, which does still exist. I am very good
at finding it in this business.’

So, with Jimmy’s seal of approval, the party goes on at the BIFAs. ‘They’re the one awards
where you really do see people mingling from table to table and they are fairly anarchic, as
there’s a lot of drinking, shouting and hollering. I love them.’

T
INTERVIEW BY LAURA MACDONALD
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HAT DOES IT mean in today’s world to be a
‘British Independent’? According to the dictio-
nary it means among other things: ‘not
controlled or ruled in any way by other people,
not taking money or help from others’. Well by
that definition very few, if any, of us are truly

independent. So does the British Independent really exist? I say yes.
I believe this year’s BIFA nominated films, directors, writers and produc-

ers are a declaration of independence of spirit and subject matter. The
films and their makers represent a truly independent approach to filmmak-
ing and this year is a watershed for self-expression.

Audiences are ready and longing for the challenges of independent
thinking and new techniques in expressing those ideas. It is only our fear
of failure that holds us back from attempting to be an independent and
speaking from the heart as well as the mind. Cinema can be uplifting and
human, serving to reflect our feelings and not just as a projection of our
consumer society. As Alexander Payne, a US independent, says ‘what
good is a story that does not somehow add another piece to the infinite
puzzle that is human experience. To make a purely human film is today a
political act. To make a film about disenfranchised people is a political act.
To make a film about a single human emotion is today a political act. And
bad things happen when good people fail to speak up.’

For me, this past year is a turning point in filmmaking. We are no longer
trapped by the technology; we can be the masters of technology.  Format
is no longer crucial to success. It is the ideas, content and how they are
expressed that touches an audience and leads to success.

The Internet is already one of the greatest tools of the independent.
There is no need to ask for permission from the UK Film Council, BBC,
Channel Four, Harvey Weinstein or the Rupert Murdochs. We don’t have to
ask anybody before we are able to reach millions of people on the net.
Nobody is asking for casting approval or another re-write. We can all be
distributors and marketers of our own films.  

I am from an older generation but I am not lamenting the passing of the
good old days, the studio system or the Hotel du Cap. These are far more
exciting days that allow for a greater freedom of expression, the birth of a
new kind of independence. I salute all of the nominated films and individu-
als and feel honoured to be part of British independent films and BIFA.

W
FROM THE JURYCHAIR

Sandy Lieberson, BIFA 2006 nominations.Photograph © Jean-Paul Berthoin
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EM Media and Screen Yorkshire congratulate Shane
Meadows, the cast and crew of This Is England and
Warp Films on an outstanding number of nominations

Nominated for:

BEST BRITISH INDEPENDENT FILM

BEST DIRECTOR 
Shane Meadows

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR / ACTRESS (x2)
Joseph Gilgun & Stephen Graham

MOST PROMISING NEWCOMER (ON SCREEN)
Thomas Turgoose

BEST SCREENPLAY
Shane Meadows

BEST TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT
Ludovico Einaudi (Original Music)

This Is England

This Is England was co-financed by EM Media and the Screen Yorkshire
Production Fund; part funded by the European Regional Development Fund and
with the support of Yorkshire Forward and the European Union

EM Media and Screen Yorkshire are the Regional Screen Agencies
for the East Midlands and Yorkshire regions of the UK.
www.em-media.org.uk
www.screenyorkshire.co.uk



Reuben Barnes works as a projectionist at The Soho Screening Rooms
where he has screened everything from rushes to completed films for the
last 12 years. Championing new talent, Reuben has always tried to help
those films that would not normally be seen by the general public. In a pre-
vious life before film he was a session drummer. 

Martin Childs’ training as an architect led from houses to the design
department of the BBC where he worked as art director on such dramas
as Bleak House and Fortunes of War. He supervised the art direction on
The Madness of King George among others. In 1997 he designed Mrs
Brown and later he won the Oscar™ for Shakespeare in Love. 

With more than 50 feature credits, the five-time Oscar™-nominated Anne
Coates is a veritable legend of the cutting room, counting Lawrence of
Arabia, Murder on the Orient Express, The Elephant Man, Chaplin, Erin
Brockovich and Unfaithful among her many efforts. 

Actor, writer, producer and director Alan Cumming trained at the Royal
Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. Some of his films include Son of
the Mask, X2, Spy Kids, Nicholas Nickleby and Goldeneye. He is currently
appearing in London’s West End in Martin Sherman’s Bent.

Leo Davis’ first job after school was working at the Everyman Theatre
Liverpool. A chance meeting with Susie Figgis introduced Leo to film cast-
ing as a career starting with Gandhi. Films include Mrs Henderson
Presents, The Constant Gardener and Dirty Pretty Things.

Anna Friel has garnered awards and critical acclaim on both sides of the
Atlantic. She amassed a long string of UK credits that included a regular
role in Brookside. Other credits include Our Mutual Friend, Me Without You
and Sunset Strip. This year Anna began filming Bathory.

Jason Isaacs made his feature film debut with Jeff Goldblum and Emma
Thompson in The Tall Guy and has been working non-stop since. This
Autumn audiences have seen Jason in The State Within, Brotherhood and
Scars. Other credits include three Harry Potter films, Friends with Money,
Nine Lives, Peter Pan and Black Hawk Down.

Best known as the founder of the Clash, Mick Jones later formed alt-
dance outfit Big Audio Dynamite. More recently Mick has produced the
critically acclaimed Libertines and Babyshambles albums. Since 2002 Mick
has been performing with Tony James in Carbon Silicon.

In 2000 Damian Lewis landed the lead role in Band of Brothers. Since
then he has moved effortlessly between TV projects and feature films
including: Keane, Much Ado about Nothing. He has just finished starring in
and co-producing The Baker, written and directed by his brother Gareth.

Sandy Lieberson was BIFA 2005’s recipient of the Special Jury Prize.
He entered the film industry as an agent representing clients such as
Sergio Leone and the Rolling Stones. He produced the iconic British clas-
sic Performance. He is chairman of Film London.

Multi award-winning actress Helen McCrory is best known for her work
in the theatre where credits include The Seagull and Uncle Vanya. Other
credits include Street Life, Lucky Jim, Anna Karenina and Enduring Love.

Damien O’Donnell graduated from film school in 1991. His first short film
Thiry Five Aside was very good. He made East Is East which was also very
good and Heartlands, which he likes but which maybe wasn’t as good.
Then he made Inside I’m Dancing which was somewhere in between. 

BIFA-nominated Kelly Reilly will soon be seen playing lead in Puffball,
directed by Nic Roeg. In 2005, she appeared in four films: Mrs Henderson
Presents, The Libertine, Pride & Prejudice and Les Poupées Russes.

Colin Salmon is currently filming Party Animals for the BBC and
rehearsing The Indian Boy for the RSC. Film credits include the Bond
movies, Resident Evil and Matchpoint. He is also a trustee of the Museum
of Immigration and a patron of the African Caribbean Leukemia Trust.

An award winning author, Martin Sherman’s plays have been produced
in more than 45 countries. His theatre credits include Bent and his film
credits include the BIFA-nominated Mrs Henderson Presents, Callas
Forever and Alive and Kicking.

THE JURY 2006

Reuben Barnes, Martin Childs, Anne Coates, Alan Cumming, Leo Davis, Anna Friel, Jason Isaacs, Mick Jones, Damian Lewis, Helen McCrory, Damien O’Donnell, Kelly Reilly, Colin Salmon, Martin Sherman
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BEST BRITISH INDEPENDENT FILM
The Last King of Scotland 
The Queen 
Red Road 
This Is England 
The Wind that Shakes the Barley

BEST FOREIGN INDEPENDENT FILM
Volver
Hidden [Caché] 
The Beat My Heart Skipped 
Brick 
Hard Candy 

BEST DIRECTOR 
SPONSORED BY THE CREATIVE PARTNERSHIP 
Kevin Macdonald [The Last King of Scotland]
Stephen Frears [The Queen]
Michael Caton Jones [Shooting Dogs]
Shane Meadows [This Is England]
Ken Loach [The Wind that Shakes the Barley]

DOUGLAS HICKOX AWARD [BEST DEBUT DIRECTOR]
SPONSORED BY THE INDEPENDENT FILM TRUST
SUPPORTED BY VILLA MODA
Menhaj Huda [Kidulthood]
Paul Andrew Williams [London to Brighton]
Andrea Arnold [Red Road]
Tom Vaughan [Starter For Ten]
Caradog W James [Little White Lies]

BEST SCREENPLAY
SPONSORED BY BBC FILMS
Alan Bennett [The History Boys]
Peter Morgan [The Queen]
Hanif Kureishi [Venus]
Shane Meadows [This Is England]
Peter Morgan & Jeremy Brock [The Last King of Scotland]

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN PRODUCTION 
SPONSORED BY RECORDED PICTURE COMPANY
London to Brighton
Kidulthood
Shooting Dogs 
The Road to Guantanamo
Severance

BEST ACTOR
Forest Whitaker [The Last King of Scotland]
Peter O’Toole [Venus]
Cillian Murphy [The Wind that Shakes the Barley]
Tony Curran [Red Road]
James McAvoy [The Last King of Scotland]

BEST ACTRESS
SPONSORED BY M.A.C
Helen Mirren [The Queen]
Kate Dickie [Red Road]
Frances de la Tour [The History Boys]
Robin Wright Penn [Breaking & Entering]
Juliette Binoche [Breaking & Entering]

THE NOMINEES 2006
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BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR/ACTRESS
Martin Compston [Red Road]
Leslie Phillips [Venus]
Vanessa Redgrave [Venus]
Joseph Gilgun [This Is England]
Stephen Graham [This Is England]

MOST PROMISING NEWCOMER [ON SCREEN]
SPONSORED BY DIESEL
Jodie Whittaker [Venus]
Thomas Turgoose [This Is England]
Samuel Barnett [The History Boys]
Harry & Luke Treadaway [Brothers of the Head]
Dominic Cooper [The History Boys]
Rafi Gavron [Breaking & Entering]

BEST BRITISH DOCUMENTARY
The Road to Guantanamo 
Blindsight
The Great Happiness Space 
The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema 
Unknown White Male

BEST TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT
SPONSORED BY SKILLSET
Anthony Dod Mantle [The Last King of Scotland – Cinematography] 
Ludovico Einaudi [This is England – Original Music]
Barry Ackroyd [The Wind that Shakes the Barley – Cinematography]
Daniel Phillips [The Queen – Make-up]
Alan MacDonald [The Queen – Production Design]

THE RAINDANCE AWARD 
The Ballad of AJ Weberman
London to Brighton
Scenes of a Sexual Nature

BEST BRITISH SHORT
Cubs
Ex Memoria 
The 10th Man 
Who I Am & What I Want 
At the End of the Sentence

BEST 15-SECOND SHORT
SPONSORED BY NOKIA
Chrysanthemum’s the Word
What’s the Point 
Fate and Mr McKinley 
Death of the Dinosaurs 
Ah, Youth

VARIETY UK FILM ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Helen Mirren 

THE RICHARD HARRIS AWARD 
SPONSORED BY BUENA VISTA INTERNATIONAL
Jim Broadbent

THE SPECIAL JURY PRIZE
SPONSORED BY THE UK FILM COUNCIL
To Be Announced
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BEST ACTOR
Forest Whitaker
Peter O’Toole 
Cillian Murphy 
Tony Curran 
James McAvoy 

BEST ACTRESS
Helen Mirren 
Kate Dickie 
Frances de la Tour 
Robin Wright Penn 
Juliette Binoche

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS / ACTOR
Martin Compston 
Leslie Phillips 
Vanessa Redgrave 
Joseph Gilgun
Stephen Graham 









TIME OUT FILM EDITOR DAVE CALHOUN LOOKS BACK
OVER A YEAR IN BRITISH INDEPENDENT FILM



AVID HARE, WRITING in The Guardian earlier this
year, complained of a‘Time Out orthodoxy’ when it
came to thinking about British cinema. At Time Out
we were of course flattered to be granted our very
own orthodoxy, but we were curious to know what
Hare meant by this. Some brief head-scratching and

reading between the lines determined that he was taking issue with those
critics who claim that British cinema has always had difficulty in freeing
itself from its theatrical roots. It’s a common gripe: that a number of British
filmmakers have failed to surpass their early or ongoing work in the the-
atre to make work that’s truly cinematic or as equally filmic as their
European counterparts.

Why Hare decided to attribute this perception solely to Time Out, I don’t
know (the prejudices of past reviewers perhaps), but it amused myself and
my colleagues as we recalled the list of directors and writers, a number of
whom are nominated for BIFAs tonight, whose work we admire and whose
distinguished careers began in the theatre – Stephen Frears, Mike Leigh,
Hanif Kureishi, Anthony Minghella… Still, Hare touched on a valid point in
his article: namely that cinema and theatre enjoy a close existence in
Britain. Is this a bad thing? Of course not. Should one necessarily limit the
other? No way.

Some would disagree, of course. It all depends on what you consider to
be cinematic. Those in the more purist camp of cinephiles will continue to
scream, ‘soap opera’ at anything that borders intelligent social realism or,
‘too theatrical’ at anything they consider too wordy or, God forbid, stagey.

D
Myself, I’d argue for the broadest possible church for our cinema. A multi-
headed beast, with its fair share of successes and failures, has to be
preferable to a narrow-minded or sparse crop of movies.

It’s illuminating to look at the list of nominees for this year’s BIFAs and
consider from where they have emerged. What do they tell us about British
cinema and its influences? A glance at the list proves that our film culture
is born partly of the theatre, but also of documentaries, television, litera-
ture, music and even politics. Ken Loach, nominated for The Wind that
Shakes the Barley, is a political activist as well as a filmmaker, a regular
speaker and participant in political debates. Kevin Macdonald, nominated
for The Last King of Scotland, has a fine background both in publishing
and documentaries. Andrea Arnold was once a television presenter. Shane
Meadows emerged from a DIY video culture in the Midlands.

The point being that cinema doesn’t exist in a vacuum. Our cinema has
emerged from an amalgam of influences, both artistic and beyond. Surely
it’s healthy for cinema to continue to draw on all art forms in its constant
search for the meaningful, original and relevant? Surely it’s equally healthy
for cinema to present this wild mix of movies to the public for the ultimate
and simplest test: whether they are any good or not?

The same argument that’s often applied to our cinema’s relationship
with theatre is also applied to its relationship to two other arenas: televi-
sion and the art world. A column by Mark Kermode in The Observer earlier
this year grumbled at the appearance on our screens of An Inconvenient
Truth (‘an illustrated talk’), The Queen (‘profoundly uncinematic’) and
Zidane: A 21st Century Portrait (‘a conceptual art installation posing as a
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movie’). Kermode argued that The Queen belonged on the small screen,
while Zidane belonged in the gallery. It’s worth putting these two releases
in context to judge whether their existence on our screens was a good
thing or not. At around the same time (late September this year), other
films in our cinemas, ranging from Hollywood blockbusters to world cine-
ma, included The Devil Wears Prada, World Trade Center, Echo Park LA,
Keane and Volver. Taken together with Kermode’s ‘uncinematic’ trio of
films, that sounds like a welcome and varied portfolio to me. Audiences
seem to agree too, at least in the case of The Queen, which was a runaway
success, a surprise even for its director and writer.

Maybe it’s just snobbery which looks at film for a clean break from TV.
But such snobbery ignores the
long, distinguished and vital link
between the big and small
screens in Britain. Three of the
five directors nominated tonight
for the Best Director award have
directed successfully for televi-
son: Stephen Frears, Ken Loach
and Kevin Macdonald. Look at the
nominees for Best Screenplay: both Alan Bennett and Hanif Kureishi have
written across theatre, television and film, while Peter Morgan first won
acclaim for The Deal, a one-off drama for the box. Finally, look at the
Douglas Hickox Award for Best Debut Director: both Menhaj Huda
(Kidulthood) and Tom Vaughan (Starter for Ten) have directed for TV too.

British television, and especially the BBC, has been responsible for the
early careers of a veritable wave of directors, including Frears, Loach, Mike
Leigh and the late Alan Clarke. 

It’s a grouping, I’d say, that is comparable in output and importance to
the Italian neo-realists and the French directors of the New Wave. It’s an
importance that continues today. Michael Winterbottom’s last film, The
Road to Guantanamo, a nominee tonight, had a release across both televi-
sion and cinemas and was funded by Channel Four, allowing for the sort of
quick production process that befits such a topical story. Moreover, Ken
Loach’s next film, These Times, will première on television in this country
before being released as a film elsewhere. The point being that cinema

can and does exist alongside
television and theatre, not in
opposition to them.

Of course, and on a lighter
note, what cinema gives to the-
atre in reverse is another matter
entirely. As I write, Dirty Dancing
is tearing up the aisles of the
Aldwych Theatre, Footloose: the

Musical is rocking the Novello, and there’s even a One-Man Star Wars
Trilogy at the Garrick. All of which, I’d say, is a hell of a lot more worrying
than what theatre is currently doing to our cinema. 

Let’s just hope that Footloose: the Musical doesn’t inspire a film sequel.
Then we’ll really have something to worry about.
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THE INDEPENDENT FILM Trust aims to provide support for British inde-
pendent filmmakers. The Trust was launched this year and seeks
benefactors to promote and finance activities including:

NEW WRITERS AND DIRECTORS DEVELOPMENT FUND
To provide funds for new writers and directors identified by Raindance

FILM TRAINING
To provide scholarships for advanced filmmaking for writers and directors

NEW PROJECTS FUND
To support new initiatives including a new strand at the The Raindance
Film Festival and a potential bursary at BIFA

‘The IFT has been created to assist and develop the filmmaking and writ-
ing talent in the UK,’ says founder Elliot Grove, who also founded  BIFA
and Raindance. ‘There is plenty of talent that already exists. The problem
lies in enabling that talent to express itself. That’s where the IFT can help.’

‘The Raindance Film Festival and BIFA were both set up to do things
that no-one else was doing in the UK,’ notes IFT secretary and trustee Neil
McCartney. ‘We are taking the same approach with the IFT. It will provide
education, help and advice in all aspects of filmmaking and promote British
cinema. This sort of support can really make a difference. It’s very exciting
for us and we hope it will be for others as well.’

This view is echoed by Carmen Zgouras who is working as IFT develop-
ment advisor and fund-raiser. ‘For me one of the most important aspects of
the IFT’s work is that we will be helping and promoting young talent – the
future lifeline of the independent film industry – who have creative ability
and vision but need some form of assistance to bring it to fruition.’

INTRODUCING THE INDEPENDENT FILM TRUST
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‘The IFT is an engaging foundation in which talented independent film-
makers will be provided with opportunities to further their projects,’ adds
chairperson and trustee Shannon McCullough. ‘As support and education
is pivotal in the film business, our aim is to provide a bridge and empower
the brightest new voices in cinema. With the kind help of our supporters
who donate to the IFT, the innovation and vision of independent filmmak-
ers will flourish.’

While BT Vision Director of Business affairs and fellow trustee, Mark
Cranwell states, ‘British filmmaking is more important than ever and the
need to support and encourage talented British writers, directors, produc-
ers and others is critical. The IFT gives voice and vision to those who may
not be heard or seen and I am proud to be a trustee.’

Trustee Richard Ayers sums it up. ‘I've worked in the Internet world since
the birth of the web and as a result I’ve seen some pretty resourceful and
creative people – but independent filmmakers top the lot. It seems to me
however, that all too often they end up being forced to fight more battles
than should be necessary and that’s where the IFT comes in. At just the
right moment, the IFT will be able to give a helping hand to great talent
and hard work.’

The Trustees would like to thank their main sponsor Sheikh Majed Al-
Sabah who has kindly shown his support by enabling the trust to sponsor
this year’s Douglas Hickox Award.

The Trust would also like to thank Mr Bruno Wang, Mr George Tsavliris
and all others who have committed to support their work A special thanks
to Carmen Zgouras and Neil McCartney for organising the sponsorship of
the Douglas Hickox Award this year, and introducing the IFT to so many of
their current benefactors.

For further information on the Independent Film Trust please visit www.independentfilmtrust.org

Previous recipients of The Douglas Hickox Award include Richard Jobson, Lindy Heymann, Kevin MacDonald, Shane Meadows, Lynne Ramsay (with Tilda Swinton, left)
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Zulu Dawn (1979)
Sky Riders (1976)
Brannigan (1975)
Theatre of Blood (1973)
Sitting Target (1972)
Entertaining Mr Sloane (1970)
Les Bicyclettes de Belsize (1969)
It’s All Over Town (1964)
Just For You (1964)
Behemoth, The Sea Monster (1959) [with Eugène Lourié] 

DOUGLAS HICKOX:
FILMOGRAPHY AS DIRECTOR

HE BRITISH INDEPENDENT Film Awards is proud to offer
an Award in memory of Douglas Hickox (1929–1988).
Douglas worked extensively as an assistant director and
second unit director throughout the ’50s and early ’60s
before making his first major picture, Entertaining Mr
Sloane, in 1970. Over the next ten years, he developed a rep-

utation for the wit and style of his direction and his taut handling of action.
We are particularly grateful to his widow, Annabel, at whose instigation these

Awards were created. In particular, the Douglas Hickox Award was created in
recognition of his love for British film and his commitment to new talent.

The Award is given to a British director for their debut feature film. The win-
ner will receive a cheque for £500 from the Hickox estate. To date it has been
won by Shane Meadows for 24:7, Lynne Ramsay for Ratcatcher, Kevin
MacDonald for One Day in September, Asif Kapadia for The Warrior, Lindy
Heymann & Christian Taylor for Showboy, Richard Jobson for Sixteen Years of
Alcohol, John Crowley for Intermission and Annie Griffin for Festival.

T
DOUGLAS HICKOX



Ladies and Gentlemen

The Independent Film Trust

The Douglas Hickox Award
Sponsored by The Independent Film Trust
with the generous support of Sheikh Majed Al-Sabah, Villa Moda

The Independent Film Trust
81 Berwick Street
London W1F 8TW

T 020 7287 3833
www.independentfilmtrust.org

For further information and if you would like to support us 
please contact Neil McCartney and Carmen Zgouras

IFT Patrons
Mr Yiannis Alexandrides
Sheikha Alia Al-Sabah
Sheikha Majda Al-Sabah
Mrs Elena Ambrosiadou, IKOS 
Mrs Elena Overtone
Dr Michael Peagram, Bletchingdon Park
Mr Harry Sophoclides
Mr George Tsavliris
Mr Bruno Wang



ANDREA ARNOLD [RED ROAD]
Attention has surrounded Andrea Arnold since Wasp (nominated for Best
Short at BIFA in 2004) won an Oscar™ in 2005 as well as multiple other
awards worldwide. The push for her to make a feature was enormous and
Red Road is the result. On being faced with the biggest challenge of being
both writer and director and going into prep before the script was read,
Arnold says ‘It was tough trying to finish the script and do all the things
that needed to be done practically for the film. I never felt I got the ending
of the film quite right in the script and also didn’t spend enough time with
all the people working on the film.’ But being the writer and director gave
her an advantage, as she understood the script so well it was very instinc-
tive work, being able to change things as you go, cut some of the things
that are not working and improve other aspects on the go. In 1998 her
short Milk was selected for competition in Cannes (International Critics
Week). Dog (short, 2001) won her awards as well as complaints after it
screened on BBC2, but of it the Times said ‘in a collection of stories by
Roald Dahl, as it were, here was one by Chekhov’.

MENHAJ HUDA [KIDULTHOOD]
Menhaj Huda’s film production career began with a vacation job as a run-
ner with Fox Television in the US. On his return to the UK, and after a
three-month stint as a runner for Sky News, he successfully applied for a
trainee video editor position. Over three years he made about thirty low
budget promos and pop videos for a production company set up by himself
and a fellow filmmaker. He went on to direct the cult UK/US music series
Flava (Channel 4, 1996–7) and the second series of the critically acclaimed
and controversial drama Queer as Folk in 2000. Menhaj then optioned the
script of Kidulthood from Noel Clarke and started developing it with him. ‘I
was really interested in telling Noel’s story. We put it out there and had a
great reaction. It was on people’s radar pretty quickly. I’ve lived in Ladbroke
Grove/Harrow Road area for 15 years, which allowed me to know exactly
what Noel was talking about and where the script was coming from. It was
important not only to find a good cast but also a cast who could really
relate to the subject matter in one way or another.’

CARADOG W JAMES [LITTLE WHITE LIES]
Little White Lies director, Caradog W James and his cinematographer,
Philipp Blaubach, were determined to create a rich visual palette of vivid
colours that reflected the emotional beats of their characters. Great atten-
tion was put into the colour of the costumes and the set design to break
up the space of the living room into sections that could be utilised to the
best of their dramatic potential. As well as heightening the drama, bold
lighting and colour was also used to keep the limited locations fresh for
the audience and to delineate breaks in time. Both Phillipp and Caradog
were anxious to really explore when the right time to move the camera is,
and Little White Lies is a great example of camera movement truly reflect-
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ing the emotional turmoil and changes within the characters. Caradog’s
previous experience has all been in short fiction filmmaking. His first short,
Plastic Wolves was screened in festivals all over the world including the
48th Short Film Festival Oberhausen and Clermont Ferrand. His next short
film The Rainbow was filmed entirely on location in Iran and is the first fic-
tion film by a British director to be made in the country for 15 years.

TOM VAUGHAN [STARTER FOR TEN]
As a teenager Vaughan raised money to buy a video camera so he could
pursue his burgeoning interest in filmmaking. His first short Super Grass
(executive produced by Mike Leigh’s producer Simon Channing Williams)
won a distribution deal with Richard Linklater’s movie Dazed and Confused
and played in theatres across the UK as well as many film festivals. It was
bought by Film Four and shown on national TV. Since then everything he
touches has been gold, award-winning shorts leading to a hugely success-
ful career as a commercial director. Within a year Vaughan had won a
BTAA Gold Arrow for his Yellow Pages commercial. He was named by,
Campaign Magazine, as one of the UK’s hottest directors and was select-
ed as part of Saatchi & Saatchi’s New Directors’ Showcase at Cannes.
Starter For Ten is Vaughan’s first feature film. Vaughan has known writer
David Nicholls since college days when they both attended the same
degree course studying Drama at Bristol University. They linked up for the
first time when Vaughn directed David’s first original TV screenplay – the
award-winning mini-series I Saw You. When the time came to find a direc-
tor for Starter For Ten, Vaughan seemed the obvious choice. 

PAUL ANDREW WILLIAMS [LONDON TO BRIGHTON]
In 2001 Paul wrote and directed the short film Royalty which would later
inspire London To Brighton. Royalty premiered at the London Film Festival
in 2001, screened on UK television and was shortlisted for the Kodak
showcase, consequently screening at BAFTA. In 2003 Paul was the only
UK-based director to be picked up by the Fox Searchlight Director’s Lab.
His short film, It’s Okay to Drink Whiskey, made through this programme,
premiered at 2004’s Sundance Film Festival. His UK TV debut, Naked, was
pick of the day in Time Out and was well received by audiences and critics
alike. In writing London To Brighton Paul set out to create a world general-
ly ignored in today’s society, a world full of characters that we pass each
day with barely a moment’s thought. Rather than tell a story in such a way
that a ‘message’ was rammed down the audience’s throats, he sought sim-
ply to show what can and does go on in London’s underworld. And with a
shoestring budget first-time director Paul Andrew Williams has made a
feature film that had many, including Sean Connery, applauding far beyond
the closing credits at Edinburgh Film Festival earlier this year. Among other
awards that the film has garnered are Skillset’s New Director’s Award as
well as the highly prestigious Best UK Feature Award at London’s very
own 14th Raindance Film Festival.
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BLINDSIGHT [LUCY WALKER]
Set against the breathtaking backdrop of the Himalayas, Blindisght follows
the adventure of six Tibetan teenagers who set out to climb the 23,000
foot Lhakpa Ri on the north side of Mount Everest. A dangerous, almost
impossible journey made all the more remarkable by the fact that the
teenagers are blind. Believed by many Tibetans to be possessed by
demons, the children are shunned by their parents and rejected by society.
Rescued by Sabriye Tenberken, a blind educator and adventurer who
established the only school for the blind in Tibet, the students invite the
famous blind mountain climber Erik Weihenmayer to visit their school after
learning about his conquest of Everest. Erik leads them higher than they
have ever been before. The resulting three-week journey is beyond any-
thing any of them could have predicted.

Filmmaker Lucy Walker is best known for directing Devil’s Playground, a
feature documentary about the struggles of Amish teenagers during their
period of freedom. It premiered to tremendous acclaim at Sundance and
went on to win numerous accolades, including the Audience Award at
Sarasota, Jury Prize at Karlovy-Vary, Best Documentary and Grand Prize at
the AFI DVFest and nominations for three Emmy awards. 

THE GREAT HAPPINESS SPACE [JAKE CLENNELL]
While Jake Clennell was working as DoP on a film about Japanese high
school baseball, at night, to unwind, he would walk around and often hang
out on a very busy pedestrian bridge in the centre of town. ‘I would sit there
and watch this strange scene of stylish young guys boldly trying to pick up
absolutely any woman that walked by, it was fascinating to me as it made
such a sharp contrast to the gung-ho sporty world I was shooting by day.’ It
turned out that these guys were hosts at a club, making their living by
spending their nights entertaining clients, all of whom were women.
Presided over by the charismatic, enigmatic Issei, the number one host boy
in town unravels for us the hidden world of the male host. These clubs
offer a new twist on the ancient geisha tradition of Japan. Many of the
over-excited but demanding girls who visit Issei, often paying over £5,000
a night, harbour fantasies of marrying him. Jake says ‘I felt no need to be
judgmental. People exposed so much of their lives and emotions for the
film that I had only respect for their candour.’ The extent to which there are
parallels between female prostitution and male host culture is left up to
viewer, but everyone in the film is paying a price in one way or another.

THE PERVERT’S GUIDE TO CINEMA [SOPHIE FIENNES]
The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema takes the viewer on an exhilarating ride
through some of the greatest movies ever made. Whether it is untangling
the famously baffling films of David Lynch, or overturning everything you
thought you knew about Hitchcock, philosopher Slavoj Zizek illuminates
the screen with his passion, intellect, and unfailing sense of humour. The
film cuts its cloth from the very world of the movies it discusses; by shoot-

Left to right The Great Happiness Space, The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema, The Road to Guantanamo TEXT BY KERRI DAVENPORT-BURTON
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ing at original locations and on replica sets, it creates the uncanny illusion
that Zizek is speaking from within the films themselves. During the filming
he was given freedom to deliver theory, the aim being to document his
thinking on cinema and perhaps the process of thinking itself, as a perfor-
mance, something caught alive in this moment. Although some of his
speeches went on for 15 minutes, jump-cutting in picture was forbidden,
frames were to work as visual anchors and make it possible to go seam-
lessly from one film into another, adapting to each film’s own rhythm and
language. Director Sophie Fiennes’ collaboration with Slavoj Zizek illus-
trates the immediacy with which film and television can communicate
genuinely complex ideas.

ROAD TO GUANTANAMO [M WINTERBOTTOM & M WHITECROSS]
This is a brutally compelling portrayal of how three British Muslims, were
captured in Afghanistan and imprisoned in Guantanamo Bay for over two
years. It is an epic journey telling the story of their misunderstandings,
ignorance, confusion and friendship. On his journey to Guantanamo, Asif
(19) spent too long in a metal airtight container and lost consciousness.
When he came round there were bullet holes in the sides of the container.
Many fellow prisoners were dead – either from bullets or suffocation and
Asif had a gunshot wound. He licks the condensation on the walls of the
metal container, a mixture of blood and water, to survive. This is just one of
the harrowing scenes reconstructed for the audience. ‘We were told that
the people in Guantanamo were the most dangerous terrorists in the
world, and that’s why it was necessary for America to create this bizarre
extra-legal prison’ says director and producer of the film, Michael
Winterbottom ‘and when we meet them they were just ordinary British
teenagers.’ Michael worked with co-director Mat Whitecross to bring this
story to the screen. Mat’s previous work includes the short Job Street
which was chosen for the Turner Classisc Movies competition at London
Film Festival 2004, he has also directed music videos for Asher D, The
Magic Numbers and Coldplay and is currently writing his first feature.

UNKNOWN WHITE MALE [RUPERT MURRAY]
This story of Doug Bruce’s experience of amnesia and how he has come
to terms with his new world is utterly fascinating in all its detail. The direc-
tor, Rupert Murray, and subject, Doug Bruce were friends before Doug’s
amnesia and during the process of making the film they have got to know
each other again, adding a personal perspective to a film about memory,
change and friendship. We are also given fascinating insights into the sci-
ence of memory by world leading memory expert Professor Schacter of
Harvard University. Is it possible that losing your memory could be as much
of a blessing as a curse? There are also astonishing DV video diaries that
Doug began filming immediately after memory loss, a unique record of
what happened to him as he adjusted to his new life. The film premiered at
Sundance and was Oscar™ short-listed.
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SAMUEL BARNETT [THE HISTORY BOYS]
Considering the whirlwind Samuel has been on he speaks about his expe-
rience with his fellow players only with gratitude and generosity. It seems
that years of work on the play, the film and then the Broadway version of
The History Boys, made for a very tight company indeed. It was a chal-
lenge for these young actors to bring down performances used to being
played on the stage and having the confidence in the subtleties that the
camera picks up. He was transfixed by Richard Griffith and Frances De La
Tour and catching their subtle comic timing. He found the art of bringing
his performance down seemed only to increase its intensity. He has
already received a Tony nomination for playing the same role on Broadway. 

Although new to film, Samuel has already been pretty busy. His theatre
credits include His Dark Materials at the National, The Marriage of Figaro
for the Royal Exchange, Manchester, The Accrington Pals for Chichester
Festival Theatre and Frankenstein at the Open Air Theatre. TV includes
The Royal, Doctors, Strange, Inspector Linley and Coupling. Radio includes
The Nightmare Before Christmas. 

DOMINIC COOPER [THE HISTORY BOYS]
Dominic has been working with Nicholas Hytner for so long now it feels
like they should break some record. The pair started working together
when Hytner directed His Dark Materials at the National Theatre in the
Spring of 2004 and then straight into the History Boys fantastic saga, fin-
ishing press only recently in October 2006. Dominic trained at LAMDA for
three years. His theatre credits also include Mother Clap’s Molly House at
the National, the Caryl Churchill Event at the Royal Court and A
Midsummer Night’s Dream for the Royal Shakespeare Company. On tele-
vision he has appeared in Down to Earth, Sparkling Cyanide, The
Gentleman Thief, Davison’s Eyes – HG Wells, and Band of Brothers. His
feature film credits include Breakfast on Pluto, Boudica, I’ll Be There,
Anazapta, The Final Curtain, From Hell and Starter For Ten.

RAFI GAVRON [BREAKING & ENTERING]
Miro was reportedly the hardest character to cast in Breaking & Entering,
as they needed a kid who was extraordinary, who could move with real
grace, could act, and had a slightly brittle, damaged emotional life. Rafi just
turned up to one of the open auditions and it transpired that he did a bit of
free running – the sport of jumping over buildings. ‘I met Rafi ten times,
maybe more’ says Minghella ‘and every time we got on badly, and every
time I thought “It’s him. I know he’s the right person but he’s driving me
crazy” because he was complicated, and awkward, struggling with himself.
The very things which make him beautiful in the film were the things that
made me not want to cast him. That sounds ludicrous now because he was
such a pleasure, such a wonderful asset to me and to the film.’ Rafi has
recently completed filming on location in Italy in the role of Duro in three
episodes of the HBO series Rome.
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HARRY & LUKE TREADAWAY [BROTHERS OF THE HEAD]
There was no way Harry and Luke Treadwaay were going to exploit the
fact that they were twins when it came to finding roles as jobbing actors,
but luckily when they read the script of Brothers of the Head, they were
mesmerised by it. Strangely enough the filmmakers were actively avoiding
hiring twins but the fact that they are incredibly different people added
more than anyone could ever have imagined. In preparing for the film they
went through the same process that Tom and Barry go through in the story
because of the rehearsal techniques and shooting style, they immersed
themselves so deeply in every aspect of the characters that at times the
separation between Harry & Luke and Tom & Barry was hard to find.

Full make-up took about five hours and they couldn’t sit down while it
was going on, then they’d have to go on set and work for ten hours. The
join was super-glued so there was an incentive to stick together.

Now they are both looking to get on with their carreers as individuals.
Harry can next be seen in Control, the Joy Division biopic, while Luke next
appears in the major BBC 1 drama series The Innocence Project .

THOMAS TURGOOSE [THIS IS ENGLAND]
Tommo was different, a small, young looking 13-year-old who made up for
it in gumption. He charged for every audition he went to, at once wheeler-
dealing and at the same time unable to grasp any other kind of exchange.
Producer Mark Herbert recalls the impression he made at his first audition:
‘He was, you know, “one of them”, he had such cheekiness and spirit. Yet
he threw things in that were so unobvious, he was much more subtle.’

Stephen Graham who stars as Combo says ‘you’re looking at Robert De
Niro. He’s the finest actor I’ve ever worked with, he’s completely in the
moment.’ But it was Shane Meadows, for whom the young lad’s impact
went even deeper. ‘I could see myself in him. I remember there were teach-
ers at school who’d said I was going to end up in prison, there were only
bad things out there for me, yet somehow some people believed in me.’

JODIE WHITTAKER [VENUS]
‘The phrase which had a consensus was “breath of fresh air”,’ says Peter
O’Toole of his leading actress. ‘She was born with a sense of comedy mak-
ing her occasionally more difficult to keep up with than the old pros.’ Venus
is the feature debut of newcomer Jodie Whittaker, and although she was
the least experienced person in the running for the role, everyone agreed
that Jodie was perfect from the moment she walked through the door. She
had learnt the entire script and had a deep understanding of where her
character came from, from the word go. 

Since graduating from the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in July
2005 having won the Gold Medal for Acting, she has appeared on stage in
Michael Attenborough’s Enemies at the Almeida and in Tim Carroll’s The
Storm at The Globe. She will shortly begin filming the lead opposite Viggo
Mortensen in Good based on the CP Taylor play of the same name.
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T WAS SOMEWHERE toward the end of the National Theatre
Of Brent’s show Revolution!! that I think the genius of Jim
Broadbent really revealed itself to me.

The NTB was always a hysterical concept – two men in
suits performing epic material, whether it was scenes from the
New Testament

or the movie Zulu in its entire-
ty. Jim as the long suffering
Wallace, and his partner in
crime Patrick Barlow as the
NTB’s hilariously vain and
overambitious ‘artistic direc-
tor’, Desmond Olivier Dingle,
could always inspire tears of
total laughter.

But how wonderful and
surprising it was to find other
tears springing to your eyes
at the moment when Marie
Antoinette (Jim) was saying
goodbye to Louis (Patrick) for
the last time. Suddenly, these
two men in suits whose only
costumes were the (barely)
appropriate head gear for
their roles had touched on the
real emotional heart of this
story. Watching Jim in that
moment, I remember thinking:
this guy can do anything.

Stepping back now to look
at the overview of his career,
I’d say that’s almost an under-
statement. Jim’s roles have
covered many nationalities,
many ages, many classes.
From Andy the cook with his
dream of owning a dilapidat-
ed burger van in Life Is Sweet
to his priceless, deluded Earl
of Leete in the self-penned A
Sense of History, from his
unhinged doctor in Brazil to
his fruity thespian in Bullets
Over Broadway, from Bridget
Jones’ dad to his BIFA-nomi-
nated Gilbert in Topsy Turvy.
From comedy to drama, it’s an
incredible range for an actor.

At home in both social-
realist and hyper-real movies,
he moves effortlessly between
the worlds of both Mike Leigh
and Baz Luhrmann. It’s no
surprise to find him in a very
naturalistic cameo as a judge
in Vera Drake, or as the flam-
boyant impressario Harold Zidler in Moulin Rouge – a Bafta-winning
performance which also gave Madge a real run for her money with his ver-
sion of Like a Virgin. And yet always, however ‘big’ the role, the make-up,
the performance – there’s always an incredible truthfulness in Jim’s work,
cutting through the exterior to reveal something ‘real’ underneath.

Originally stage trained, Jim made his move into films with the haunting
and seriously under-rated Jeremy Thomas movie, The Shout, back in 1978.
He’s never stopped working in film and television since that time, and is as
familiar a face to TV audiences for his roles in Only Fools and Horses,
Blackadder and Victoria Wood as he is to movie audiences in films such as

Vanity Fair, The Crying Game,
Time Bandits, Little Voice and
The Chronicles of Narnia.

The only actor I can think
of who could provide exactly
the right voice for Brian the
Snail in the movie version of
The Magic Roundabout, and
only a year or so later conjure
up to an almost bizarrely life-
like degree the shade of Lord
Longford in Pete Morgan’s
outstanding TV film, Jim’s
work just goes from strength
to strength.

I was lucky enough to work
with him on Gangs of New
York, so was able to watch his
craft at close quarters. Boss
Tweed was one of the leg-
endary characters of New
York history – a politician who
took corruption to new and
mind-boggling levels, it would
have been easy for a less-
gifted actor to create a one
note performance. Jim made
us understand how Tweed
came to power and held on to
it, by finding layers and levels
that made him not only cor-
rupt but also funny, crafty, and
charismatic (almost too funny
at times for Daniel Day-Lewis,
who confessed to me one day
that he had difficulty getting
through many of their scenes
as Jim’s performance would
always, at one point or anoth-
er, crack him up).

But if there is one role
above all others that I cherish
of Jim’s, it was as Iris
Murdoch’s husband John
Bayley in Iris (2001) opposite
Dame Judi Dench. Frustrated,
befuddled and overwhelmed,
charming, baffled, but at all
times deeply loving, this was a
quiet tour de force that won
him both a Golden Globe and
the ultimate accolade from

his peers, an Oscar™ as best supporting actor.
Everyone who knows and loves both the man himself and his superb

body of work was thrilled at this recognition for an actor who never fails to
surprise, delight and impress. 

Long may we enjoy that Broadbent touch.

I

RICHARD HARRIS AWARD
COLIN VAINES GIVES PERSONAL TRIBUTE
TO JIM BROADBENT – RECIPIENT OF THE
FIFTH ANNUAL RICHARD HARRIS AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY AN
ACTOR TO BRITISH FILM
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T HER FIRST costume fitting, before she stepped in
front of the camera to begin filming The Queen,
Helen Mirren gazed at the tweed skirt, the thick
sweaters, the clunky, sensible shoes, and the iron
grey wig of Queen Elizabeth II, and began to cry.

‘I can’t do this,’ she said.
Was she fearful that, as one of the most accomplished and respected

actresses in movies, television and the theatre, both in the US and the UK
– where tonight she is being given Variety’s UK Film Achievement award –
she wouldn’t be able to penetrate the institutional veneer of one of the
most famous and inscrutable of living public figures? And if she couldn’t
locate an inner life, would she veer off into melodramatic simplification or
cheapening satire? Certainly that could be any fine artist’s worry. But as it
turns out, none of the above applies.

VARIETY UK FILM ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 2006

A
INTERVIEW BY LAWRENCE CHRISTON
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‘It was vanity,’ Mirren says. ‘I didn’t want to look older than myself. I love
beautiful clothes. I didn’t want to be unglamorous.’

When Mirren let go of her own pride, she found the common ground she
needed to portray the Queen.

‘I did my homework,’ Mirren says. ‘I studied the way she walks and holds
her hands. I learned to set my face and hold my head in a certain way. I
invited the cast to my house for tea so that we’d all be on the same page,
speaking the way the royals speak.’

The result is a not just a meticulously detailed characterisation, but a
disarmingly moving performance that makes her an Oscar™ front-runner
for best actress. (She’s been nominated twice before in the best support-
ing actress category, for Gosford Park and The Madness of King George). 

And by humanising the Queen without sentimentalising her, Mirren has
accomplished the even more extraordinary feat of making audiences
rethink their views of the monarchy, which Queen director Stephen Frears,
echoing many if not most in the British intelligentsia, has referred to as ‘idi-
otic and inappropriate’.

Mirren’s fear of appearing dowdy, however brief, was natural. Most peo-
ple cup the memory of youth against the ravages of time, and hers was
particularly sumptuous. 

Born Helen Lydia Mironoff (and called Ilyeana at home) in suburban
working-class Essex, her patrimony reaches back to the Russian aristocra-
cy before it was overthrown. Early photos show a pliant, sensuous beauty
with a Slavic cast of eye and cheek and a characteristically bee-stung
Russian mouth – early Anna Kournikova. 

Jaws dropped at the Royal Shakespeare Company when the 22-year-
old Mirren, completely inexperienced as a professional (though a star at
the National Youth Theatre), auditioned in a wide-mesh see-through top. In
two years she was one of the RSC’s top players.

Over the years, she’s become one of England’s — and, increasingly,
America’s — top players as well, carefully dividing her time among stage,
(where she’s played numerous classical roles in her 29-play resumé),
movies (45 in number, The Mosquito Coast and The Cook, the Thief, His
Wife and Her Lover among her best-remembered) and television, where
she won an Emmy (her third) for 2005’s Elizabeth I.

Of television, Mirren says ‘It’s the best medium for taking time to fill in
the tapestry.’ And television is where she gained her greatest fame, as
Detective Chief Inspector Jane Tennison in Prime Suspect, which earned
her an Emmy in 1996. She was the only one the producers wanted for the
role, and it was the show’s executive producer, Andy Harries, who came up
with the idea for The Queen.

As Tennison, Mirren’s isolated, care-worn, time-worn vulnerability, her
determination, the thousand and one shocks of standing her ground in a
man’s rough world and witnessing firsthand the grotesque, appalling hor-
rors that human beings are capable of, altogether won her the admiration
not just of professional women, but of anyone who saw in her melancholy
silence the deep unhappiness of the human condition. The carefree beau-
ty of youth had pared down to the hard-earned beauty of wisdom.

‘She’s a sheer pleasure to watch,’ says Chicago Tribune film critic
Michael Phillips. ‘She doesn’t work to get your attention. A whole list of fine
performances bubbles up where you see not just her intelligence and
inner truth, but a subtle sense of humour. No one can judge the meaning
of a single gesture onscreen better than Mirren. You can’t talk of her as a
type. And don’t tell me she isn’t as gorgeous as she once was. She doesn’t
have what I call the “Zamboni forehead,” where every actress thinks she
needs a cosmetic makeover by the age of 45.’

As for her Variety Award, Mirren says ‘It’s very difficult to know what to
feel. Recognition is always gratefully received, of course, but the thing that
drives you is the feeling that you haven’t achieved, that you constantly have
to live with failure. 

‘Awards do come at the obvious moment, not after you’ve had a couple
of flops. Fame goes right over my head. I don’t notice.
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The thing that drives you is the
feeling that you haven’t achieved,
that you constantly have to live
with failure’

‘

Top Thew Queen 
Above left The Long Good Friday 
Above right The Cook, the Thief, His Wife
and Her Lover 
Left The Madness of King George





THE VARIETY UK FILM ACHIEVEMENT AWARD not only celebrates the
great talent of Dame Helen Mirren but benefits two charities which are
close to her heart, Barnardo’s and Help the Aged.

BARNARDO’S launched the first phase of its young carers appeal in
October to highlight the plight of thousands of young people across the
UK. The children’s charity works with 2,000 young carers who either look
after a sick or disabled relative or their brothers and sisters because their
parents are too ill to do so themselves.

A television advert featuring the voice of actress Dame Helen Mirren
launched the UK-wide appeal, which told the story of Daniel, who makes
sure his mother has made it through the night, prepares breakfast and
checks that she has taken her medication before getting himself ready
and leaving for school. It shows him worrying at school and in bed at night.

Helen Mirren said: ‘When I first heard about the lives of the young car-
ers who Barnardo’s work with I was overwhelmed with admiration for them.
They love their families and they are wonderful in their dedication, but they
are still children and they desperately need the support and freedom that
Barnardo’s projects give them. This costs money though, and the charity
needs your help.’

Diana Green, Barnardo’s director of communications, said: ‘By giving
just £2 per month, the public can make a phenomenal difference to a
young carer’s life. Their donations will provide the young carer with expert
support from our staff, some time for themselves and an opportunity to
talk to other young people in similar situations.’

If you would like to support the Barnardo’s young carers campaign
please visit www.barnardos.org.uk or call the free phone number on
0800 027 3439

HELP THE AGED is championing older people. The UK is one of the
richest economies in the world, yet two million of its older people are lan-
guishing in pensioner poverty. This nation is among the lowest spenders in
Europe when it comes to pensions, and £4 billion in benefit entitlements
owed to older people go unclaimed every year.

Older people are faced with spiraling household bills, leaving them with
less to spend on basics such as food and clothes. During the Winter many
are left with a choice between heating and eating and 20,000 to 50,000 die
each year as a result of cold-related illnesses. Over 750,000 older people
are lonely and may spend Christmas day completely alone. A hundred mil-
lion older people in developing countries live on less than a dollar a day.

Help the Aged supports these people and believes that older people
should have enough money to live on, that they should not be sidelined by
society and that they should receive the health and care services they
need especially as they grow frailer and less able to cope.

Help the Aged is dedicated to creating a world where older people can
live their lives free from poverty, isolation and neglect. A unique under-
standing of older people’s needs enables the charity to raise public
awareness of issues affecting older people, to campaign for changes in
policy and practice nationally and regionally, and to provide practical sup-
port to help disadvantaged older people live independent lives. 

The Charity provides a number of services that enable older people to
remain living independently in their own homes for as long as possible, as
well as vital research. High-profile campaigns such as Enough is Enough,
a campaign to help put an end to elder abuse, have also enabled Help the
Aged to lay the groundwork for a better future for older people.

A few landmarks that Help the Aged has achieved in the last year alone
include persuading the government to commit an extra £300 million over
three years to provide free central heating and insulation to all Pension
Credit recipients, identifying over £6.75 million in unclaimed benefits
through SeniorLine, and highlighting the devastating risk of falls with the
second National Falls Awareness Day.

Please visit www.helptheaged.org.uk for further details.

HELEN MIRREN’S
CHARITIES
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UMMER 2005 UGANDA: the sun is shimmering bright-
ly. Crystal clear skies stretch out for miles around. Fields
of lush crops spread beyond where the eye can see. This
is the principal location of The Last King of Scotland, a
country of untarnished natural beauty. However, the idyl-
lic surroundings belie the fact that this film charts the

horrific regime of Idi Amin.
I met up with Sharon Martin, make-up artist, at Soho House on the day

of the BIFA nominations. Sharon generously shared her experiences in
working on The Last King of Scotland, which was filmed in part in Uganda.
She spent eleven weeks working with people of varying experience, facing
problems caused by the immense heat, and by the fact that a film had
never been shot in Uganda before. 

The typical call on most days began at daybreak, around four o’clock.
The evenings prior, Sharon spent much of her free time mapping out a
detailed format to follow for the next day’s shoot, which would include
matching detailed photographs of each character from each scene to cre-
ate the correct continuity. 

On days where the extras were needed, Sharon and the make-up
department greeted long queues of people who had turned up with hopes
of being in the film. As this was the first film ever to be shot in Uganda,
there were no professional extras. Casting would put a general call out to
the villagers. As a result queues often stretched around the block. 

SKATIE ALEXANDER MEETS 
SHARON MARTIN, MAKE-UP ARTIST
ON THE LAST KING OF SCOTLAND,
AND LEARNS THE JOYS AND PERILS
OF BEING PART OF THE FIRST TEAM
TO SHOOT A FILM IN UGANDA
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MAKING UP THE KING

All stills from The Last King of Scotland, used with kind permission



‘Some extras, prior to their call time, had their hair styled only to be
informed that it would be restyled to fit the continuity of the 1970s period,
as scripted in the film.’

Whilst being sensitive to the extras, Sharon had to be strict, as some
days the call for extras had reached a staggering 2000 in number. Each
extra had to be checked for authenticity and continuity before shooting.
The make-up department consisted of three key make-up artists and
three local girls that were hired on location. The local girls had little experi-
ence, and Sharon found herself
teaching as she went along: ‘It
made long days, but was very
enjoyable’. 

In general, the make-up need-
ed to have a natural look and this
is something that can be really
quite hard to achieve. As Forest
Whitaker had to look like Idi Amin,
with his dark shiny skin and his general over-embellished appearance,
Whitaker’s natural skin was made darker with more of a shine.

Whether a film is high or low budget, the make-up cannot be low bud-
get. Multi functional make-up products were key. Sharon relied on M.A.C
cosmetics to ensure a constant and effective look throughout the film.
Sharon and the make-up team mimicked some of the make-up tricks of

the local women in using lipsticks on cheeks and eyes. The result was a
true reflection of how women applied make-up they had available during
the 1970s. The scene in which James McAvoy’s character is literally hung
up by his skin was totally created with make-up and took hours to set up.

Although make-up artists in the film and television industry are con-
stantly creating imagined images for the screen, Sharon revealed that
make-up artists can sometimes be affected by the images they have cre-
ated and the situations in which they are filming. Some of the scenes in

The Last King of Scotland were
shot in a local hospital. Sharon
remembers it was at times impos-
sible to tell the difference
between actors and real patients.
The mortuary used for some
scenes came complete with dead
bodies still there too. Along with
other members of the design

crew, Sharon still feels the need to re-visit Uganda: ‘At the time you don’t
realise how much you have been affected by the images and surroundings,
you only realise after, when having time to relax and reflect.’

M.A.C supports many independent film make-up artists like Sharon. To find out more please call
M.A.C artist relations department on 0870 034 6776/6886. M.A.C is proud to be the official make-
up sponsor of BIFA 2006

It was at times impossible to tell the
difference between actors and real
patients. And the mortuary used for
some of the scenes came complete
with dead bodies still there too’

‘
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T IS NOW over six months since the new UK film tax regime
was introduced. The stated aim of the government is to facili-
tate a sustainable UK film industry of well-capitalised
production companies and increased inward investment where
homegrown talent can flourish. So, are we seeing the seeds of
change taking root or is government guilty of wishful thinking?

The new rules have been met with scepticism from some quarters. The
effect on co-productions was and remains a cause for concern. The limita-
tion of the tax credit to UK qualifying spend contradicts the DCMS’

I
THE NEW TAX CREDIT SYSTEM WAS SUPPOSED TO BE A SIGNIFICANT STEP
TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE UK FILM INDUSTRY. ARE WE MOVING IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION OR HAVE WE ALREADY ARRIVED? FILM LAWYERS MILES KETLEY
AND CHARLES MOORE FROM WIGGIN TAKE A STEP BACK
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objective to position the UK as the pre-eminent international co-produc-
tion hub through an expansion of its network of co-production treaties. It
also discourages UK producers from participating in the cultural trade
which was the original aim of the co-production network. Questions also
remain as the industry comes to terms with the way in which the tax cred-
it is accessed and cash flowed. The delay and ongoing uncertainty
surrounding the EU state aid clearance process has led to certain projects
being postponed in fear of the cultural points test being amended – we
still don’t know what it means to be a ‘British film’.





Yet, it already appears that the positives are starting to outweigh the
negatives. Although the system doesn’t encourage official co-productions,
there is still plenty of opportunity to work with international producers. The
fact that the tax credit is capped at 80% of the qualifying UK spend means
that producers can dovetail their financing with reliefs in other territories or
by shooting in low-cost locations, without diluting the tax credit.

In recent months, tax credit cashflowing products have emerged and
delivered and once EU state aid clearance is obtained, which is promised
before the end of this year, we anticipate the banks will follow, creating a
competitive market to the producers’ benefit.

Notwithstanding the strength of the pound, the attraction of internation-
al subsidies and the emergence of new low-cost production territories, the
new levels of tax relief for productions which spend heavily in the UK are
extremely competitive with other territories and are already drawing the
US studios, who have successfully lobbied for a clean and clear tax bene-
fit, back to Blighty. New Line’s The Golden Compass and Warners’
Sweeney Todd are among the productions which have chosen the UK over
other potential destinations in the last six months. Even if the cultural
points test shifts as a result of the EU negotiations, it is unlikely that this
will have a major impact on inward investment.

But whilst the tax credit is a key part of a sustainable UK film industry, it
is by no means the whole story. The new tax regime is a positive step, but
not the answer to every challenge we face. There are a host of other eco-
nomic and cultural reasons why the UK already has a film industry we can
be proud of and which allows for the production and worldwide exploita-
tion of British independent films
like those honoured tonight.

Our TV and theatre industries
are booming and are seen as one
of the premier breeding grounds
for the film industry. As a result of
economic advantages introduced
by the Communications Act, TV
companies have more money,
more energy and more autonomy to make films. Kudos, Celador, Big Talk
and Tiger Aspect are all successful examples of this. In the BBC and
Channel Four we have two of the world’s leading broadcasters with an
unflinching commitment to British independent film. Granada’s recent
experience on The Queen and Sky’s joint venture with Odeon can only
strengthen the television market-place. The History Boys is the latest
example of a successful stage play moving to screen to accompany the
flow of talent like Stephen Daldry, Sam Mendes and Patrick Marber. With
the increase in US specialty divisions and film channels, there has never
been a better time for our stage talent in the international market. 

Government support does not end with the tax credit. The increasing
support of regional authorities and the major sponsor tonight, the UK Film
Council, reinforces the government’s commitment to supporting home-
grown talent on a national and international level. The range of support
offered to independent producers by the UKFC is unparalleled on the
world film stage – from first time filmmakers through to programmes like
Single Shot and schemes which have assisted the growth of players such
as Pathé, The Works and DNA, who are now operating on the internation-
al stage. 

And the culmination of all of these benefits, combined with the fantastic
UK skill base, isn’t just something we can crow about. It’s something real
that can be invested in. The studios here are already ramping up their
physical presence. Post-production companies such as Framestore and
MPC are now competing with US effects houses on their own merits, irre-
spective of the availability of tax credits. Funds like Ingenious, Future and
Scion are here to stay and not just interested in big budget American films.
And we’re beginning to see the emergence of an equity culture which is
independent of our former reliance on tax breaks.

More than ever before international business, support bodies and indi-
viduals want to be involved in our films.  The tax credit is just one of the
incentives contributing to such a positive climate which is ready to be cap-
italised on by increasingly entrepreneurial producers. Productions like The
History Boys and production companies like Vertigo, Warp and Kevin
Loader’s Free Range Films have used this climate to find new financing
models enabling them to get films made and distributed successfully. They

manage to retain upside control
and ownership for themselves
and the talent by reducing bud-
gets through a mixture of
off-balance sheet financing and
deferrals, in return for a meaning-
ful stake in a film’s future.

The need to take risks will
always be a factor in filmmaking.

The accumulation of a robust range of incentives and funding options
available to producers in the UK, together with an evolution in the attitude
of financiers and filmmakers, allow British independent producers to take
risks in a different way which in time will reap greater rewards. With con-
tinued market buy-in and the support of external finance, the industry can
cater to both the UK and international markets while resolutely throwing
off any suggestion that it is just a cottage industry.

The British film industry should not be setting its sights too low. This is a
time of opportunity for an industry which is poised not just to be sustained
by the tax credit, but to grow.

TV companies have got more money,
more energy and more autonomy to
make films. Tiger Aspect, Big Talk,
Kudos and Celador are all successful
examples of this’

‘
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ITH HUGE LEAPS in mobile technology in recent years, to the extent
that the things we used to call mobile phones are now little computers,
watching films whenever and wherever it takes our fancy has fast
become a reality. The vast majority of us have a mobile device in our
pocket all of the time – so it’s no surprise that there’s an increasing
demand for entertainment content on mobiles.  What better time to catch

a movie then when on a train journey or relaxing in the park?
It’s not just an exciting reality for consumers. From both a filmmaking and from a distribution point

of view this demand for video content on the move creates a huge opportunity for the industry – both
for well-established filmmakers or for those just starting out.

It’s something that hasn’t gone unnoticed in the mobile manufacturing world either. Nokia recog-
nised the demand early on and, for the past four years, has been running Nokia Shorts, a competition
for 15 second films – designed to encourage the development of film content for mobile devices.

‘We created Nokia Shorts to explore the potential of mobile devices both as a means of watching
video as well as capturing it,’ says Anna Shipley, communications manager, Nokia UK. ‘In 2002, we
chose the 15 second limit because it both suited technical limitations of recording on mobile devices
as well as matching the demand for “snackable content”. It’s also a fantastic challenge for filmmak-
ers and we’ve been bowled over by the quality of entries we’ve received over the years.’

W
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MOVIES ON THE MOVE
SHARON HEARD
DISCOVERS THAT 
THE IDEA IS THE 
BIG THING WHEN 
MAKING FILMS FOR 
THE SMALL SCREEN 





Nokia Shorts provides an opportunity for up
and coming filmmakers to cut their teeth in the
movie world by shooting films designed for the
small screen. The competition is a collaboration
between Nokia and Raindance, an organisation
dedicated to fostering and promoting indepen-
dent film in the UK and founders of the BIFAs. In
recent years various names in the film industry
have supported the competition including Kevin
MacDonald, Mike Figgis and Shane Meadows. 

So how does making a film for the small
screen differ from making a box office hit?

2005 Nokia Shorts winner, Alison Edgar is a
proven expert at creating compelling mobile
content: ‘Keeping it simple would be the best
advice I could give anyone. When you’re making
a short specifically for viewing on a mobile you
have to imagine what the audience will see on
the small screen they have in their hand – be
conscious of that fact throughout the time you
are making it.

‘Even if you are making “snack” content such
as a 15 second short, the piece must go some-
where and take the viewer on a journey. The
idea is the big thing here and once you have hit
upon the right one you’ll know it. Often you can
achieve more and create more impact in a short-
er time frame, it’s easy to be indulgent so
trimming back is a good exercise – less is more.

‘Head shots can work well on a mobile screen
and keeping the image fairly tight helps. Stay
conscious of the end product to make sure small
detail is not lost – you may have to think cre-
atively about ways around certain scenes.
Making films for mobile handsets can really
open up opportunities and requires a lot of inspi-
ration and careful thought.’

So you’ve hit upon a great idea and made a
movie perfect for viewing on a mobile, it’s now
time to get it out to the masses.  Distribution
channels are rapidly growing and, with the
majority of phones now equipped with internet
connectivity, people can download movies wher-
ever they are. 

‘Over the last few years we’ve seen a real
demand for downloads of Nokia Shorts content
on WAP portals such as O2 Active and the BBC
Film Network,’ says Anna Shipley. ‘People want
instant entertainment, something to make them
laugh while they are having a coffee or some-
thing to give them a lift when they are stuck on a
train – mobile devices and films for download
make this a reality.’

Nokia has set up its own website for sharing
mobile video content at nseries.com/studio. The
Nokia Nseries Studio was launched by Gary
Oldman, who shot a short on the Nokia N93 ear-
lier this year. His film and many others are
available for downloading to mobile devices or
PCs. Mission Impossible III currently comes on
memory cards with the Nokia N93 to coincide
with the film’s DVD release – a worldwide first. 

While it’s great to be able to watch films any
time, anywhere, doesn’t viewing a film on a
mobile handset somehow take away from the
impact of a film?

‘While for some films, nothing beats the
impact of the big screen, we are now presented
with amazing opportunities we’ve never had in
the past,’ says Elliot Grove, the founder of
Raindance. ‘Movies on mobiles mean accessibil-
ity for all – we get to see more movies, “snack”
on more shorts and experience different genres
we may never have made the trip to the cinema
for.  Competitions such as Nokia Shorts encour-
age the development of movies specifically
made for this medium, with further develop-
ments in this area, what we view on our mobile
will have been tailor made for the purpose – giv-
ing us a great viewing experience. Of course this
will never replace going to the cinema; it’s an
exciting addition to the film industry and we can
all play a part in it.’

And it’s not just about producing content for
mobiles – technology has evolved to the extent
that we can now make movies on mobiles. For
the past two years, the Nokia Shorts competition
has included a handset category recognising the
growth in user-generated content.

The explosion of sites such as You Tube and
others just goes to show our fascination with
viewing and sharing amateur films. We are see-

ing a real democratisation of filmmaking – any-
one can pick up a mobile and have a go. For
those wanting to break into the industry the
opportunity is there. 

It’s clear to see that the phone manufacturers
are serious about this. The Nokia N93, launched
earlier this year as part of the Nokia Nseries
range, is specifically designed with the filmmak-
er in mind and films at 30fps with dedicated keys
for shooting videos. The device was awarded the
European Media Phone of the Year 2005–2006
by the European Imaging and Sound
Association (EISA), Europe’s biggest multimedia
press organisation, earlier this year.

‘It’s only a matter of time before feature length
films made on a mobile are commonplace’ says
Elliot Grove. ‘The technology is there now – and
the challenge is up for the taking.’  

Five or so years ago, being able to watch films
on mobiles was something most of us could only
imagine; now it’s an everyday reality. The growth
in this area brings huge opportunities to the
industry. New distribution channels offer current
filmmakers a bigger space to play in, and those
trying to break into the industry, a foot in the
door. As the mobile medium continues to grow
and technology makes further leaps forward, it’s
exciting to imagine what the future may hold.

All of the Nokia Shorts finalists’ films can be
viewed at www.nokiashorts.co.uk
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Clockwise from top left Nokia Shorts 2006 winners:
Ah Youth, Chrysanthemum’s the Word, Fate and Mr McKinley,
What’s the Point, Death of the Dinosaurs









groups, the way
we watch movies in
the coming years is going
to be quite different from how
we’ve watched them in the past.

The industry is waking up to this,
seeing potential new revenue streams
and the ‘long tale’ beyond the theatrical
release of a film, the sell through DVD a
few months thereafter and subsequent satel-
lite and terrestrial television deals. FilmFlex
provide on demand access to films from all the

major studios and the majority of UK independent distributors.
Universal Pictures have established a partnership with online rental
company Lovefilm and ubiquitous ISP AOL to download on demand.
Meanwhile, in the US, Amazon has set up distribution deals with more
than two dozen film studios and TV networks to bring a range of films
and programming to customers via the new medium of the Amazon
Unbox, a platform that allows the material to play viewed on home com-
puters and laptops. This is the next logical step on from renting DVDs
through the post, only now the medium of transmission is far more integral

ORE THAN A hundred
years since cinema began, a
quiet revolution is underway
in just how we watch films. It
has been a long time com-
ing, but the rate of change is

exponential and follows the development of technolo-
gies that 20 years ago brought video players into our
homes, and a decade later had us marvelling at DVDs
and all the wonders they possessed. Now we are
offered a bewildering range of platforms to explore a
dazzling firmament of home entertainment possibilities. 

Forget your local multiplex. It remains an option, of course, but it’s no
longer the only one available to the serious film fan. Instead, think of catch-
ing a short on your mobile phone or going home, unplugging the phone,
settling down on the sofa with a nice glass of wine and ordering a movie to
watch on your state of the art plasma screen. Well, we can all dream about
the TV, but the rest is eminently achievable as an increasing range of com-
panies offer just such a service. The choice of content is enormous, and
the means of supplying it is almost as varied. 

At a time when cinema audiences are measurably decreasing, even
industry insiders are noting that changes to the old certainties of the busi-
ness of exhibition are required. Anthony Minghella, film director and
chairman of the British Film Institute, acknowledged as much in a newspa-
per interview given during the London Film Festival.

‘Up until a handful of years ago, filmmaking was the province of a privi-
leged few, distributed by the privileged few to the passive many. Now the
ownership of moving images has passed into the hands of practically
everybody,’ an optimistic Minghella said.

While Minghella cited websites such as You Tube for pointing the way,
there are also developments afoot by companies such as Pure Grass to
provide original dramatic content that can be viewed on mobile phones
and other hand held devices. While this is one end of the market, video on
demand is the other and it may change forever the way we view the output
of the film industry’s most prized and most precious creations.

The UK’s leading on demand film supplier is FilmFlex, servicing 2.9 mil-
lion households via NTL Telewest’s cable network. FilmFlex is

at the forefront of delivering movies in a format,
and at a time, which suits their growing client

base. They, and companies like them, are
the future of a distribution business

where the customer really is king.
Analogous of the explosion of digital
television channels splintering audi-
ences into more specific, specialised 

M

to the whole viewing experience. 
Where before the Royal Mail might have delivered the latest release, or

bulky film prints were sent to cinemas up and down the country via freight
carriers now films can be delivered directly by cable or broadband on
demand. And this means that the era of direct movie marketing is surely
not so very far away, for by ordering the films we want to watch we will be
establishing a pattern that distributors can analyse to their advantage. And,
who knows, perhaps this information will filter through to those who pro-
duce the features as well.  

So is this the end of the cinema-going experience? Probably not. Video
did not, despite The Buggles’ anxious predictions, kill the radio star just as
the printing press could not drown out the spoken word. Time passes, new
formats are developed and the market splinters into smaller, more spe-
cialised groups. The shared experience of watching a major movie on a
cinema screen in a darkened theatre packed with strangers held equally
rapt by the shared thrill of a well told story can never be fully eclipsed. But
it is no longer the only game in town.

What video on demand does, in a society that is cash rich but time poor,
is make it more convenient to keep abreast of those films that might oth-
erwise have passed us by. It is the ultimate democratisation of a market
that for so long prescribed what we can watch and when we can watch it,
a high-tech conclusion to the world of Kinetoscopes and nickelodeons
that ushered in the cinema age more than a century ago. Video on demand
is the future, and the future is now.
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ANWAR BRETT POSES THE QUESTION –
WILL VIDEO ON DEMAND CHANGE THE
WAY WE WATCH CINEMA’S LATEST
OFFERINGS IN THE FUTURE?

REVOLUTION OR EVOLUTION



ART DIRECTOR MARK BARTHOLOMEW INVESTIGATES
THE RISE AND FALL AND RISE AGAIN OF THAT VERY

BRITISH STAPLE – THE HORROR MOVIE

HEN PEOPLE THINK think of British horror
movies they most often will think of Hammer.
Registered as a company in 1949, Hammer stu-
dios were responsible for some of the classics
of the genre produced at the time. Films such
as Horrors of Dracula, Twins of Evil and Hound

of the Baskervilles are still held dear by fright fans the world over. These
gothic horrors made household names of their stars Christopher Lee and
Peter Cushing, forever to be synonymous with their more popular charac-
ters Count Dracula and Dr Van Helsing. Apart from a few notable
exceptions, such as Peeping Tom and Witchfinder General, Hammer had a
virtual monopoly throughout the fifties and sixties on horror movies made
in Britain and were a major international player within the genre.

By the beginning of the seventies though, Hammer’s output was being
matched by independently funded movies. For every Hammer film (or sim-

ilar studios such as Amicus) there were grittier modern movies being made
by such horror/exploitation directors as Pete Walker (The Comeback,
House of Whipcord) and Norman J Warren (Satan’s Slave, Prey). These
movies were more graphic and controversial in their content and in direct
replay to more extreme movies being produced in the United States at the
time, films such as Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Last House on the Left,
even the new breed of violent Euro horrors like Dario Argento’s 1975 clas-
sic Deep Red and Mario Bava’s 1971 gory slasher template A Bay of Blood.

These new independently produced movies kept British horror alive
throughout the seventies as Hammer and Amicus started losing their grip
and relevance within the genre, insisting on re-hashing old stock favourites
such as Dracula and Frankenstein by trying to bring them up to date and
placing the traditional gothic characters into contemporary London, with
films like Dracula AD 1972 and Satanic Rites of Dracula, films which com-
pletely failied to deal with, or confront the changes in the genre at the
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time. This was more apparent in the latter half of the decade when
Hammer tried one last attempt at revitalising its stock characters by mixing
them with the popular interest in martial arts movies and produced the
altogether odd Legend of the Seven Golden Vampires as a co-production
with China’s influential Shaw Brothers studio.

Attitudes changed in the seventies, it was a time of political and social
upheaval and cinema in general reflected this change. Horror movies were
attempting to meet this new level of acceptance. Violent content and nudi-
ty were no longer frowned upon, as had been the case in the sixties when
Peeping Tom’s controversial subject matter all but ended the career of its
acclaimed director Michael Powell. It was now almost a prerequisite of the
genre to include naked flesh and gore, especially for the lower budget end
of the market. Titles such as Frightmare, Expose and Satan’s Slave were
three such movies that succeeded in meeting this new demand for more
extreme content. Violence and nudity had now become the barometer by
which horror movies were measured, and became a selling point, a guar-
antee of an X rating – the sign of forbidden territory for the horror
audience – and a stamp of approval. 

The seventies were a golden era for British horror movie production,
with more than 150 films made over the decade. It is also important to note
that these films were solely shown in cinemas, as this was long before the
boom of the straight-to-video cheapies that were to become a staple of
the next decade.

Of course not all horror movies produced in the seventies were purely
exploitation. There were some remarkable examples of horror cinema
made at this time, films which are still regarded as classics such as The
Wickerman, The Devils, The Omen, Alien and A Clockwork Orange. Two of
these have received recent big budget Hollywood remakes, though neither
measured up to the original source material. 

After the halcyon days of seventies horror, the momentum throughout
the eighties slowed down for British productions. Although this period saw
some genuinely original films being produced such as Hellraiser and A
Company of Wolves, they were few and far between. America had all but
cornered the market on horror and, due largely to the huge advances in
make-up and effects, were producing blood-soaked splatter movies to
which the British Horror market
failed to respond. 

Film production in the UK
became increasingly difficult with
the removal of tax incentives that
were in place to encourage the
production of low budget movies.
This coupled with the straight-to-
video explosion of low budget
horror from the United States and Europe all but put an end to the once
thriving industry. Add to this the ‘video nasties’ furore at the time and it’s
not hard to see why production virtually ceased. Sadly this drought carried
on throughout the nineties where only Richard Stanley’s Hardware is wor-
thy of a mention.

Over this twenty year span only a handful of movies ever saw the light of
day. Faced with impending video shop anonymity, titles such as I Bought a
Vampire Motorcycle and Lair of the White Worm were destined to languish
in obscurity.

As the nineties drew to a close and all seemed lost, we saw the release
of a slew of films that were all made within a relatively short period of time
– The Thirteenth Sign, The Bunker, Deathwatch, The Hole and Long Time
Dead were all made within a two year period. This seemed to suggest that
something was starting to happen to the dormant genre and it slowly start-
ed to gain momentum.

In 2002 Danny Boyle released his startling viral zombie movie 28 Days
Later. A hugely successful addition to the zombie sub-genre that would
directly influence the burgeoning zombie trend that followed. A socially

and politically relevant film in the post 9/11 and SARS world 28 Days Later
was a hugely successful movie both domestically and internationally and
opened the doors for British horror on the world stage. 

The next few years were incredibly fruitful for the homegrown horror
film. Whilst the output was not yet up to the levels of the seventies the
quality was a definite improvement over the previous 20 years. 

Simon Pegg and Edgar Wright had huge success with their horror com-
edy Shaun of the Dead, their North London based zombie outing even
gained attention and praise from the godfather of the genre George
Romero who asked the two creators to cameo in his most recent movie
Land of the Dead.

Whilst not as successful as 28 Days Later, films like Neil Marshall’s Dog
Soldiers and Chris Smith’s Creep were still very solid and enjoyable debuts
from directors that would go on to make second features which would

bring them to international atten-
tion. Marshall’s 2004 The Descent
(which won Best Director at BIFA
that year) and Smith’s Severance
(2006) would headline the current
crop of films being hailed as ‘the
new wave of British horror’. The
Descent had front-page articles
in both high profile American

magazines Fangoria and Rue-Morgue and Severance rightfully seems
poised to repeat this success on its US release.

While these films have soaked up the majority of the praise and publici-
ty, there have been other films produced in this period from the
ever-reliable low budget independent end of the genre. From gory shock-
ers like Evil Aliens, Cradle of Fear and The Last Horror Movie to more
thought-provoking movies that have tried to push the boundaries of what
defines the genre. Shane Meadows’ 2005 film Dead Man’s Shoes, whilst
not an outright horror movie in the traditional sense, was highly praised on
the film festival circuit, and more recently Simon Rumley’s The Living and
the Dead showed another side to the genre – an incredibly touching psy-
chodrama that challenges the viewer’s perception and conventions of what
constitutes a modern horror movie. 

The future does look bright for British horror after its drop off in the
Eighties and Nineties. The current crop of directors spearheading the new
wave are creating original genre movies of all types and proving on an
international stage that British horror movie making is a long way from giv-
ing up the ghost, just yet.

It was now almost a prerequisite of
the genre to include naked flesh and
gore. Violence and nudity were now
the barometer by which all horror
movies were measured’

‘

Previous page The Descent Above Promo artwork for Dracula AD 1972 and House of Whipcord
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MAJOR HIGHLIGHT OF the last two years’ British
Independent Film Awards, renowned and loved for its
cavalier and atypical ceremony, has been the wonder-
ful Incredibly Strange Film Band, a nine-piece
ensemble of established musicians from bands
including Hot Chocolate and Bad Manners. 

Whilst at most industry awards bashes one can expect some rousing
rendition of a theme tune from some incredibly banal Hollywood film to
accompany the announcement of each award, the band instead offer a
unique and entertaining take on some classic movie anthems. The band
remains fixated on the ’60s and ’70s for its brass-led funky film scores, and
you can always expect to hear versions of hits from Henry Mancini, Lalo
Schrifin, Herbie Hancock and Quincy Jones amongst others.

Pat ‘Coolhand’ McGarvey, the spokesperson for the band, is impressed
by the way the British film industry has evolved since his first BIFAs back
in 2004 – ‘It really has been something to see, the constant innovation, the
originality of British filmmakers escaping cliché, telling real stories people
want to see and sharing and reflecting their vision of the world.’ And as the
BIFAs have continued on their meteoric rise, so do the band – having had
gigs in the Jazz Cafe and the 100 Club, recent highlights have included
taking over a night at the Spitz which is not to be missed, as well as play-
ing their first Civil Partnership ceremony (‘no different to any other
wedding we’ve played over the years of course’ adds McGarvey). But
tonight enjoy the band in their favourite environment, dishing out classic
tunes for what promises to be a ceremony rewarding some incredible (and
yes, some strange) talent. 

THE INCREDIBLY STRANGE FILM BAND

A
INTERVIEW BY OLI HARBOTTLE
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UR DJ TONIGHT is a busy man. Not only does he run a club night, record label,
his own festival and host a show on Radio 1, he also has the stamina to keep one
of the nation’s favourite actresses bouncing all night. Last year’s Awards saw
Keira Knightley dancing like a frantic gypsy to the sounds of Rob Da Bank, a
fact deliriously recorded by the following day’s tabloids. So how do you top an
evening like that? Well we’re all about to find out, as he’s back. 

It’s been a good year for Rob. Not least because of the success of his award-winning festival,
Bestival. It’s a testament to what Rob has built up that artists such as the Pet Shop Boys and the
Scissor Sisters were so keen to play this year that they were prepared to keep their fees to a level
that would allow Bestival to afford them. And true to Rob’s well-known anything-goes music policy,
the line-up was satisfyingly eclectic – from folk troubadour John Martyn, to ‘nu-rave’ Klaxons via the
Gypsy Punk of Gogol Bordello, the folktronica delights of Tunng, Mali’s award-winning Amadou &
Mariam, as well as bringing the compromise-free sounds of The Fall to a whole new audience.

Twenty thousand people enjoyed this year’s Bestival, double the crowd that turned up in 2004, its
first year. How much bigger can it get? How much bigger do you want it to get? ‘We’re happy with
the size of it now. We like the ‘boutique’ feel of it which we’d lose if we tried to expand’ says Rob. 

This love of getting things right and keeping them that way extends to all aspects of Bestival.
Although he now has a large team behind him he is ‘totally involved’ in all aspects of the festival.
Totally? ‘I still pick all the bands. I still deal with toilets. We started on 2007’s festival the day after this
year’s finished.’

With such a lot of his time taken up with Bestival, he can’t have had much time to do a great deal
else this year, right? Wrong. His label has released a whole host of singles from the likes of the
Cuban Brothers, Daisy Daisy and Misty’s Big Adventure as well as an album from Max Sedgeley and
two releases in a new series of compilations called A–Z, where different artists are invited to compile
an alphabet-themed album. In addition, three more have been compiled by Rob himself – a Bestival
CD, a ‘nu-folk’ compilation called Folk Off and Listen Again with DJing partner Chris Coco. 

He has also just started a new Radio 1 show called the Leftfield Show, Sundays 12–2am in which
he champions unsigned bands. This in itself is somewhat time consuming as Rob has to dispose of
two sacks full of demos every week. 

So what for the future? ‘What I’d really like is to get into soundtracking or even scoring films. I’d
love to work with someone like Sofia Coppola. I think she really knows what she’s doing and there’s
a great feel to the films she makes.’

Scoring with Sofia Coppola? Is this man unstoppable.

O
ROB DA BANK

INTERVIEW BY JOE PEARSHOUSE
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